We, the people

Two years ago, Himalmedia and ORG-Marg Nepal conducted Nepal's first-ever nationwide scientific public opinion poll in the run-up to the 1999 General Election. The two teamed up again this month for a follow-up survey, interviewing a random sample of 3,902 Nepalis from all over the country (61 village development committees in 20 districts) and from all walks of life. This is what the Nepali people have to say about the state of the nation, this is how they analyse why things have gone wrong, and this is what they think the leaders they elected should do to fix the problem. p.4-5

Who would you vote for if elections were held today?
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In the kingdom of dementia

We seem to have lost control over the organs of social structure that makes us a nation.

The Kingdom of Nepal

By CR LAL

In the kingdom of dementia

5207 was an exceptionally gruesome year for Nepal. When the social structure was harshly attacked by the Maoists, our nation was hand-to-mouth. But then in capitalism, there was no sign of revival, but rather stagnation. Numbness by apathy and frustration, our society seems to have lost the ability to feel pain. This is called acute social dementia losing control over the organs of social structure that makes us a nation.

Intellectuals are already dead. And they suffer from numbness. They feel, but perhaps, not so much. The Maoists, if the concept is to be called as a mental illness, have finally been banned. Now, for the first time in Nepal, the Evo Morales government is trying to stop the expansion of the drug trade. But the real problem is that the government is not taking the necessary steps to prevent the spread of this disease.

The government cannot prevent the spread of this disease. It is the responsibility of the police, the army, and the people. But the government is not doing enough to prevent the spread of this disease. The police are not doing enough to prevent the spread of this disease. The army is not doing enough to prevent the spread of this disease.

The government cannot prevent the spread of this disease. It is the responsibility of the police, the army, and the people. But the government is not doing enough to prevent the spread of this disease. The police are not doing enough to prevent the spread of this disease. The army is not doing enough to prevent the spread of this disease.
“Nepal Police was not set up to fight terrorism”

Inspector General of Police Pradeep Shankar J.B. Rana

7 April, 2001

It is common knowledge that the country is facing a serious situation. It is true that the Community Police of Nepal is paid a stipend by the government to maintain law and order and to take action against those who commit crimes. The Community Police of Nepal is an important part of the law enforcement system, and it is expected to play a crucial role in maintaining law and order.

However, the police are not solely responsible for maintaining law and order. The community police, on the other hand, are not trained to handle such situations. The police are expected to maintain law and order, but they are not trained to handle such situations.

The police are trained to handle situations that require them to use force. The community police, on the other hand, are not trained to handle such situations. The police are also expected to maintain law and order, but they are not trained to handle such situations.
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The police are expected to maintain law and order, but they are not trained to handle such situations. The police are also expected to maintain law and order, but they are not trained to handle such situations.
70% say things are worse than two years ago, the Nepali Congress

The Nepali Congress and the UML are the reason for the country's mess. But if they reform they may also be the only hope.

KUNDA, BIKT

Two years ago, the Nepali Congress and the UML were the two largest parties in the country. The Congress was considered to be the ruling party, and the UML was the main opposition. However, after the 2008 elections, the UML emerged as the largest party in the country, and the Congress was reduced to a minority position.

In the lead-up to the 2010 elections, the conflict between the two parties intensified, with each accusing the other of corruption and nepotism. The Congress, led by Prime Minister Madhav Kumar Nepal, was accused of allowing corruption to flourish in the government, while the UML, led by Sher Bahadur Deuba, was accused of being too close to the business elite.

In the end, the UML won the election with a comfortable majority, and formed a government with the help of several smaller parties. The Congress was left on the sidelines, with little power and influence in the new government.

This has left many people in Nepal feeling disillusioned with politics and the political process. Many are calling for a change in leadership, and a new approach to governance.

One of the main issues facing Nepal is corruption. The country is known for its high levels of corruption, and this has been a major factor in the decline of the country's economy and the trust people have in their government.

Another issue is the country's ongoing political instability. Nepal has had many governments in recent years, and this has made it difficult to implement policies and make progress on the country's many pressing issues.

Many people are calling for a new approach to politics, one that is more inclusive and representative of the country's diverse population. They are calling for leaders who are willing to listen to the people and work together to find solutions to the country's many problems.
and they blame inflighting

What is the reason behind the rise in Macau inflightings? Why is it happening?

What will solve the Macau problem? Is it a short-term or long-term solution?

Everest clean-up

It's striking this and other countries are planning to take action against Mount Everest. The Nepalese Mountain Association (NMA) is among those planning to clean up, but it isn’t sure it will do the job effectively. It is clear that they are looking for a new approach. NMA views it as helping to remove the large amount of rubbish that has been left behind by climbers. A separate clean-up operation could save thousands of dollars, money that it would allow to be spent in the local economy. NMA is confident that Everest will be cleaned up once and for all. The NMA’s plan is to have a team of 300 to 500 climbers available on the mountain at any given time, ready to remove the rubbish. NMA is confident that Everest will be cleaned up once and for all.

Unceremonious retirement

There has apparently been a mix-up in the situation of the Nepal Parliament. In celebration of the 50th anniversary, a special session was held to commemorate the occasion. However, there was a mix-up with the details. The Nepali Parliament announced that the new session would start on September 1, 2021. But it turned out to be on September 2. The announcement was revised to September 2. The Nepali Parliament announced that the new session would start on September 1, 2021. But it turned out to be on September 2. The announcement was revised to September 2.

The Nepali mind

Now that the Nepali Parliament has passed a bill to regulate mental health, it is safe to say that mental health is finally being taken seriously in Nepal. However, the bill is not without its critics. Critics argue that the bill is too lenient and does not go far enough in regulating mental health. Nevertheless, the bill is a step in the right direction.

Peace offering

A group of lawmakers and community leaders in Kathmandu have offered a peace offering to the people of Nepal. They believe that peace is the key to a prosperous future. The offering includes a prayer for peace and a pledge to work together for the betterment of the country.

Meat laws

The law is still under debate in the Nepali Parliament. Some argue that it is necessary to regulate the meat industry to ensure the safety of the population. Others believe that the current laws are sufficient and that any changes would be counterproductive. The debate is expected to continue in the coming weeks.

Ganga and Jamuna

Water resources in the Ganges and Jamuna rivers are still in demand. The two rivers are the lifeblood of millions of people in India and Bangladesh. Despite the demand, the two rivers are facing challenges due to pollution and overuse. Efforts are being made to address these issues and ensure sustainable use of these vital resources.
Kathmandu spring

The book is a blow-by-blow account of the nearly two months when the Nepali people rose against a decadent system.

On 25 February, a week after the People’s Movement of 1990 that had broken the lid off the Kathmandu Valley, the movement reached a peak with the burnt out offices of the Rastriya Prajatantra Party in Basantapur and the impeachment of King Birendra. The movement had been gathering momentum since the People’s Movement of 1990, and in 1991, the two-and-a-half years since that event, the people of Nepal had been waiting for a decisive moment when they could make their voices heard. The moment came on 25 February, and the people rose in a united front. The book is a blow-by-blow account of the nearly two months when the Nepali people rose against a decadent system, a revolt that was not only against the king but also against the entire political establishment.

The book is divided into two parts. The first part, “The Movement,” covers the period from the People’s Movement of 1990 to the burning of the RPP offices. The second part, “The Trial,” covers the period from the burning of the RPP offices to the impeachment of King Birendra.

The book is written by a Nepali journalist and political analyst, and it provides a detailed account of the events that took place during the nearly two months of the People’s Movement of 1991. The author draws on his own experiences as a political activist and journalist to provide a firsthand account of the events.

The book is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of Nepal, and it is a valuable resource for students of political science and international relations.

The book is published by a major publisher in Nepal, and it is available in both Nepali and English.
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Powerless again

Just when we thought blackouts were over, here they come again. The power cuts point to a deeper malaise in hydro-energy planning.

The power cuts in the capital have now lasted nearly two weeks and there is a new benchmark. There will be brownouts for the first time since the promise of blackouts was abandoned at the end of 1999. Since then, the power cuts in the capital have been short and infrequent, limited to a few hours every week. Now, however, the power cuts are likely to last much longer and be more frequent.

The power cuts are a result of the power plants that generate electricity from hydro-energy. There are several reasons for this.

Firstly, the water levels in the reservoirs that supply the power plants have dropped significantly due to a combination of high temperatures and lack of rainfall. This has reduced the amount of water available to generate electricity.

Secondly, the power plants themselves have been experiencing maintenance issues, which have led to reduced output.

Thirdly, there have been issues with the transmission infrastructure, which has led to some power being lost before it reaches the consumer.

These factors have combined to create a situation where the demand for power exceeds the supply, leading to power cuts.

The situation is likely to worsen if the weather patterns continue to be dry and if there is no significant rainfall in the near future.

One possible solution could be to increase the efficiency of the power plants, which could help to reduce the overall amount of power needed to meet the demand.

Another solution could be to invest in new power plants, which could help to meet the increased demand for electricity.

However, these solutions require significant investment and may take time to implement.

In the meantime, consumers are advised to conserve energy and to reduce their electricity consumption to the greatest extent possible.
New banking rules

The new banking rules are aimed at improving the efficiency and competitiveness of the banking sector. The new rules have been designed to make banking more accessible to the public and to promote financial inclusion.

Economic sense

Nepal and Thailand

We don’t need to keep repeating that we want to be a Singapore. We can start by getting close to where Thailand is.

Mountain Air turns two

Mountain Air Airlines, which was launched two years ago, has announced that it will be expanding its operations to include flights to additional destinations.

Rush for bonds

Retail investors rushed to buy National Savings Bonds worth over 1 billion rupees, setting a record for the second straight year.

NTB gets more hands

The government has appointed a new team of officials to handle the Nepal Tourism Board, which has been struggling to attract foreign tourists.

New Bank, branches

Nepal has approved the establishment of a new bank, which will operate in the Kathmandu Valley. The new bank will have branches in major cities.
Nepali Sardars

The Nepali new year coincides with the Sikh new year. For Nepal's Sikhs it is a double festival.

The words sardar Singh—V. R. Singh and husband Dhan Bahadur Singh—are not uncommon in the Himalayan kingdom. Singh, the Sikh community is the largest religious minority in Nepal, with an estimated population of around 50,000. The Singh community has a long history in Nepal and has contributed significantly to the country's development.

The Singh community has made significant contributions to Nepal's politics, education, and business. Many Singh entrepreneurs have established successful businesses in various sectors, including transportation, construction, and real estate.

V. R. Singh, a prominent member of the Singh community, is a successful businessman and philanthropist. He is known for his contributions to the development of the country, particularly in the areas of education and health.

The Singh community has a strong cultural identity and is known for its close-knit community spirit. The community celebrates various festivals and events throughout the year, including the Nepal New Year and the Sikh New Year.

The Singh community has also contributed to Nepal's cultural diversity, promoting the rich Sikh heritage and contributing to the country's cultural landscape.

The Singh community is known for its strong social and ethical values, and its members are respected for their integrity and honesty.

The Singh community has faced challenges, including discrimination and social exclusion, but has continued to make significant contributions to the country's development.

The Singh community is a testament to the resilience and adaptability of minority communities in Nepal. Despite facing challenges, the community has continued to thrive and make significant contributions to the country's development.

The Singh community is an integral part of Nepal's cultural and social fabric, and its contributions are highly valued by the country's people.
**NAGARKOT**

**Thamel-on-the-hill is actually more than that. Extraordinary views, great climate, mellow people and the smell of pine forests.**

**Seductive Nagarkot**

Nagarkot, a town located at 2,100 meters above sea level in the Kathmandu Valley, is one of the most popular hill stations of Nepal. The town, surrounded by lush greenery and towering mountains, is a perfect escape for those seeking tranquility and natural beauty.

**“Cosmic Air’s staff are crew… professional, courteous and very capable.”**

**Where to stay**

Who doesn’t love a good adventure? It’s time to explore the beautiful town of Nagarkot. Here are some of the best places to stay:

- **Nagarkot Lemon Garden Resort**: This resort offers stunning views of the Himalayas and is the perfect place to relax and unwind.
- **Nagarkot Nature Lodge**: Located in a serene location, this lodge offers comfortable accommodations and a great selection of cuisine.
- **Nagarkot View Point Resort**: Enjoy breathtaking views of the mountains while staying at this luxurious resort.
- **Nagarkot Hill Resort**: This resort offers a peaceful retreat with beautiful views and excellent service.

These are just a few of the many great options available for those looking to stay in Nagarkot. Whether you’re looking for a romantic getaway or a family vacation, there’s something for everyone in this beautiful town.
More than two millennia ago, a new calendar was introduced which had a personal horoscope, and gave out advice on what food to eat, how to avoid calamities and how to unhence oneself from spells. It is still in use today, and is Nepal's official calendar.

**DURPA TIAU**

Chinese and Gregorian calendars, however, are more familiar and secular, and make room with the mixture of myth, religion, baselines, and random incursion dictates that the Nepali Calendar in the region of Tibet is not an area preserving and accuracy. The calender that all you want to know about 2058 BS is doing best happens in the thousands of Nepal at the lunar year begins.

It is believed that 2058 years ago the ancient king Aniruddha Aditya journeyed to the valley of Kathmandu and asked for a calendar he accepted in exchange for this portion of the valley for the city of the Nepali Mandala. And so a graphic art form was born, one that combines personal horoscope, astrological chart on different days, how to avoid calamity and advice on how to conduct yourself in spells. This is still Nepal's official calendar, although it was absorbed long ago in India.

The Calendar has 41 major festivals this year and at least 3 sets that may be celebrated on a scale that is nearly grand. Example of famous festival is Buddhist. On 1 September, 2003, Kathmandu, the king of Kathmandu, still holds the king in Nepal and remembrance is his brother allowing him one another year to rule. This is a tradition that goes back some 300 years and is the time when symbols are of the goddess Indra is believed that many followed.

Not all 25 million Nepal's subscribe to the belief that an 14 November dog must be worshiped by the man's traditional but neglected friend. But enough drives, and on that day dogs bedecked in garlands are seen sleeping off
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Reality of virtual commerce

How can entrepreneurs in developing countries build locally viable Internet economies that have real value?

In the context of virtual commerce, the concept of "locally viable"—where businesses in a country can thrive without the need for major investments from external entities—becomes increasingly important. This is particularly true for developing countries where Internet access is limited and the digital divide is significant. Entrepreneurs in these regions are often required to develop creative solutions to overcome these challenges.

For example, in rural areas of India, entrepreneurs have developed local initiatives to promote e-commerce. Through mobile apps and social media platforms, they have connected local artisans and farmers with customers worldwide, enabling them to sell their products online.

Similarly, in Africa, some countries have focused on developing localized technology solutions to address specific needs. For instance, in Kenya, the M-Pesa mobile money transfer service has been a game-changer, providing financial services to those who were previously underserved.

These examples illustrate how entrepreneurs in developing countries can build viable Internet economies by leveraging local resources, adapting to local needs, and finding innovative ways to connect with the global market.

The key to success lies in understanding the specific challenges and opportunities presented by each region. By doing so, entrepreneurs can create sustainable models that not only benefit their communities but also contribute to the broader global economy.

In conclusion, while the potential of virtual commerce is vast, it is crucial for entrepreneurs in developing countries to focus on building locally viable Internet economies. This requires a deep understanding of the local context, a willingness to adapt, and the ability to think creatively to find solutions that work in their specific circumstances.
Playing space cowboy

The U.S. missile defense programme is fuelled by a resurgent American “manifest destiny” ideology and a technostereoid-charged Star Wars mythology.

By LEON LEDERMAN

The end of Physics?

Are there any burning problems left for physicists to tackle or must they accept with grace the close of their science?

2

Sweeping innovations in social and cultural phenomena, in technology and medicine, in the arts and mass communications, and in the very nature of knowledge itself, have added to the complexity of the world, making physics a far more difficult enterprise than it was when I was a student.

A swaying in at Machu Picchu?

Richard Langfitt has a BA in Physics from Cornell University and a PhD in Physics from Stanford University. He is a staff writer at the New York Times. He has covered physics, astronomy, and cosmology for more than 20 years. His book, "Sweating the Big Picture," was published by W.H. Freeman in 2011.

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which every physics student knows, is a cornerstone of quantum mechanics and has profound implications for the nature of reality itself. It states that it is impossible to know simultaneously both the position and momentum of a particle. This means that, in principle, it is impossible to know everything about a particle at the same time.

5

There is no doubt that physics is still a vital and important field of inquiry. But the nature of knowledge itself has changed, and the role of physics in society has also evolved. The challenges facing physicists today are not the same as those of a century ago, and the tools and techniques of modern physics are not the same as those of the past.

It is not just a question of physics, but of the whole of science, and of society as a whole. The way we think about the world, the way we understand it, and the way we interact with it, is changing. Physics is not just about particles and waves, it is about understanding the universe and our place in it.

The end of physics as we know it, is not necessarily the end of physics as a science, but it is the end of physics as we know it. We are entering a new era, a time of great change and innovation, where physics is not just a tool for understanding the world, but a means of creating it.

The end of physics, then, is not the end of science, but it is the end of physics as we know it. It is a reminder that the world is not just a collection of objects, but a complex and interconnected system, where every part is connected to every other part. It is a reminder that physics is not just about understanding the world, but about changing it.
Antelopes into cashmere

A downward spiral

Fell ants, the US in a continuing crisis in its settlements in the West Bank. The French embassies in the US have been evacuating their staff for various reasons. The US State Department said the antelopes into cashmere.

At the rate at which they are being hunted for their fleece, experts warn that the Tibetan antelope could be extinct in 20 years.

Frozen wealth

The Pakistan government has a controversial new plan—melting glaciers to tackle drought.

The Pakistan government has a plan to melt glaciers in order to increase water supplies. However, the environmental impact of this plan is yet to be fully assessed.
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“National government is the only solution”

Excerpts from an interview with Theme (Govt Caucus, general position) OCPMN (Mekhla), Prakash 3 April

The NL is vociferously raising the issue of a national government. Why do you think it is necessary?

This is necessary. There are many people who think the PM is taking the idea of a separate state for the South, which is not the case. We have studied the present situation and realised that it is the only way to move forward. This has become normalised recently and is the only option left. The nation is also seeking such a government.

What is the basis for this claim?

We have the present Constitution's political system in which the present government cannot operate as per the present agreements. It is the only way to move forward in this situation. The main parties concerned have not been involved for a long time. We are raising this issue to ensure that the PM's government is not strengthened.

The government is also involved in various international agreements, but it is not the only way to move forward. It is the only option left to bring the country towards a better future.

The national government is necessary for the following reasons:

1. To stabilize the current situation: The current government is unable to take effective action against the current political situation.

2. To ensure the rule of law: The current government is not capable of ensuring the rule of law. A national government is needed to establish law and order.

3. To resolve the ethnic and linguistic conflicts: The current government is unable to resolve the ethnic and linguistic conflicts. A national government is needed to bring about a peaceful solution.

4. To address the economic crisis: The current government is unable to address the economic crisis. A national government is needed to bring about economic stability.

The national government is the only solution to the current situation.
**Will Jordan be back?**

**Bashing Barney**

In this issue of all the doom and gloom of life, it was good to have some light entertainment in the shape of Barney Knight, who has written about the Australian cricket team’s initial performance in India. (While the entire nation was buoyed up by the T20 series win, it was nice to have a light moment with Barney’s antics.)
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Takings toothaches to a God

There are millions of nay-little, small nay-little, big-nay-little stories and weeds of steel. Perhaps the nails compare with the size of the toothache.

(continued...)
BOOKWORM

The Ancient Kingdom of the Pharaohs: Valley of the Kings by Belz

Nepal Times, Saturday April 13, 2002

Dr. Ruth Harris, Senior Lecturer in classics at Oxford University, has written a cultural and historical commentary on the Ancient Kingdom of the Pharaohs. Valley of the Kings, which is located in Egypt, is a major tourist attraction and destination for scholars and enthusiasts alike. The book is an in-depth exploration of the archaeology and history of the valley, providing insights into the daily lives of ancient Egyptians and the significance of the tombs and temples. Harris's expertise in the field of classics and her research on ancient Egypt, make her a knowledgeable and authoritative voice on this topic. The book is highly recommended for anyone interested in ancient Egyptian history or archaeology.
In 2001, the curiously named band 1974 AD continues to make innovative, rock-based Nepali world music.
2058 Horror Scope

ABIRIS. Beware, it's not just in your interest to learn from your mistakes. Practicing meditation and over and over again makes you a perfect TAURUS. Try not to be self-satisfied this year, too. Self-efficiency. There is always room for improvement, even if you have your own unique style. Remember: beggars have a choice.

CANCER. At your peak! Your life is aligned with Saturn, the planet of limitations. You have to fight hard to achieve your goals. The signs show that you will succeed.

LEO. Relate. Take it easy this year. Savor the moment. Never do anything you cannot do over again.

VIRGO. Caution is your watchword for 2058. Don't be too hard on yourself. Keep your head up, don't suck the brain. Play dead.

LIBRA. Mercury is moving in the money sector of your chart. Notice the activity in the 2nd. Try to be less technical. New energy moves. New business.

SCORPIO. Calm down, love. Back off before he backpedals on you. Don't trust your grandchild, even.

SAGITTARIUS. Remember, there are no permanent enemies and no permanent friends. Only permanent representatives to the UN.

CAPRICORN. Planetary activity at the highest point of your life. Don't allow your dreams to overcome you. You are sure to miss things. Go right ahead.

AQUARIUS. Calm down, clean up your act. Pollution is creating a hole through which鸫改怀到鈥

PISCES. Everything is fine. You may try to solve a problem another way. Keep it simple. If by the time you wake up it will be gone.

“Taste the difference”

Share the refreshing taste of Red Label. Majestic and Label. Blended from the finest tea leaves and grown by skilled hands. The rich beverage of the finest grass and color enjoys the world. This is the perfect gift for every occasion. Test the difference you get in every sip.

WIN a SAMSAMON HANDS-FREE BAG: SUDEEP SREETHRA

Now packed in Nepal.